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                For 75 years the School of Business and Economics (SBE) has stood for innovative and ambitious education and research. With contemporary knowledge in economics and business administration, we have always been able to respond effectively to the economic and social challenges facing our world. Past, present and future.
            

In a world where business, society and environment are closely related, and interact at an increasingly global scale, it is essential that people and organizations have profound knowledge of the mechanisms of economics and business. But also understand and embrace individual and cultural differences.
As a firm believer in independence, we are an academic institute that nurtures a stimulating and inclusive environment. Our differences help us to make decisions which have a positive impact on the world, society, and the lives of others. That is why we want to be the faculty for ambitious people and organizations who believe that collaborating, transparency and social responsibility are the only way forward. For science, business and humanity/ society.
We want our students, scientists and employees to learn, to enrich and develop their knowledge, to maximize their potential and to realize their ambition and find their purpose. We support everyone to shape the future responsibly, as academics, professionals and citizens of society.
We do this with one common goal: Science with Purpose.
Read all about how this vision and mission translate into our brandstory.
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Institutes

Collaborate with us

PhD at our School

Recent research
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    Studying at SBE


            


        Studying at SBE means thinking ahead, doing business and realizing your ambitions. Our economics and business administration bachelor, master and executive programmes give you a good foundation for the rest of your life, but also an edge on the labor market. Thanks to our network with the Zuidas, our renowned teachers and expert scientists, you will follow a course at our faculty that you will carry with you for the rest of your life.
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            10 Jan 2024

            Mohammad Rezazade Mehrizi and Wendy Günther receive NWO research grant
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            It pays off to be patient when selling your house
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            With a message from the CEO, firms can increase job applications from minorities
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            27 Nov 2023

            "Politicians don't do enough with insights from climate science"
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            When competing for social status, men perform better while women do worse 
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    Research at SBE


            


        Partly due to the corona crisis, digitalisation has accelerated everywhere in society. What consequences does this have for vulnerable Amsterdam residents who do not always have the right skills or resources? Professor of Organisation Theory Elco van Burg researched the cooperation between aid organisations during lockdowns and its impact on homeless people, refugees and people with psychiatric disorders, among others.
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